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Abstract 

\\'hen designing new '·chides. thE' rcliable prediction of the future operation conditions 
of running gears based on quantitati\'e statistics is ver~' important both for the strength 
dimensioning and for ensuring the required riding comfort. This study introduces the 
analysis of the vertical d~'namics of a vehicle under design. based on real-time simulation 
using the data of the traction and trailer units of the train and those of the railway line 
in question, especially the spectral density function of the H'nical track irregularities. 
The combined numerical treatment of the train operation process and the vertical \'ehicle 
vibrations. as well as the predicted load statistics are illustrated for the running gear and 
suspension system of a four-axh: bogie vehide in suburban trattic. 

Kf'YlL'OrriS: railway vehicle" system dynamics. stochastic ':ibrations. load statistics. 

1. Introduction 

The loading conditions of a complete railway vehicle and its running gear 
(ire typically of stochastic character. if the regular operation process of the 
vehicle is considered in a long time interval [1]. The mentioned stochastic
ity is caused by the random length of the sequential speed-timing cycles. 
by the random effects due to driver's activity in the tractive and braking 
force exertion determining the train motion. as \Yell as by the changing 
and in stochastic sequentionality realizing track-resistance forces. On the 
other hand. railway vehicles and also the trains are complicated vibratory 
systems, so in the operation of running gears one should reckon with dy
namical excess loads caused by stochastic vibration processes excited by the 
irregularities in the track [2.3.4]. In this study the application of the general 
real-time loading-state simulation method developed at the Department of 
Raihyay Vehicles of the Technical Cniversity of Budapest 'xiII be introduced 
to determine the future vertical load statistics of a vehicle being designed 
fol' operation under giL'en train track and time schedule conditions. \Vhen 
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applying the simulation method. the train should be led along the specified 
railway line( s), by giving appropriate controls from t he computer keyboard. 
In the course of the train motion simulation the time functions of the vertical 
track irregularities belonging to each y;;hee]set are determined. based on the 
known spectral density function of the irregularities. The mentioned tirne 
functions are used as excitation functions of the c'erticaI in-plane dynamical 
model of the \'ehicle considered. The ::;et of eqilations of the model is solved 
Ilumericall~: and the statisLics of the motion a.nd force processes realizing in 
the connection elements of the model are determined. The load statistics 
ensure exact predictions for the operational (Lno st 
the running and suspension gear compOHenrs. 

\ 
Straight \ 

Curved sect. 
R:: 500 m 

h dimensioning of 

:: e(5) 

Straight 
Fig. 1. Side and top yiews of the lumped parameter train model on the track 

2. Real Time Simulation of the Train Motion 

For the simulation of the train motion the complex longitudinal dynamical 
model and the program system described in [Cl] were used. This longitudinal 
dynamical model takes into consideration one loco at the front end of the 
train and maximum 30 cars. In the train model the vehicles are represented 
by lumped masses as it is indicated for a train in Fig. 1. 

To specify the model. the geometrical and vertical characteristics of 
the vehicles. as well as the longitudinal stiffness and damping values of the 
intervehicle connections should be fixed. see Fig. 2. 
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Fig, 6. Partition of the keyboard positions 

Also the coefficients of the specific basic traction resistances. the brake 
cylinder diameters, the mechanical advantages of the brake rigging. as \yell 
as the velocity and brake-block pressure dependent friction coefficients of 
the friction wheel brake should be specified for each vehicle in the train. 
The adhesion limit is considered as a velocity independent constant. The 
tractive-effort performance curves of the traclion unit should be specified 
as a bivariate function of the velocity and the drive control. The maxi
mum number of the tractive-effort control positions is 1.5. and the same is 
the number of the loco driver's brake valve handle positions. The railway 
track is specified by two track arc-length dependent piece\\'ise linear func
tions. namely by the inclination conditions and the curmture conditions. 
The track inclination conditions are characterized b~' the mille values. In 
case of constant inclination angles the mille i'alues are also constants. while 
in case of the \'ertical rounding circles the variation of the milk \'alues is 
approximated by a linear law (see Fig. 3). 

The curvature conditions are characterized by the numerical values of 
the track curvatures. see Fig. 4. 

In straight sections the curvature takes zero values. in circular sections 
it takes constant values. while in transition curves it is a linear function of 
the arc length, reflecting the clotoid geometry. 

By using appropriate integer valued U1 (t) ::; 0 drive. and U2(t) ::; 0 
brake controls given from the computer keyboard and the real-time numer
ical solution of the equations of motion of the train modeL the train can 
be led along the raih\'ay line (or lines) specified by the customer raihvay 
company. A typical control function pair is shO\\'n in Fig. 5. 

The partition of the set of keyboard positions for initiation the required 
brake and drive control integers is shown in Fig. 6. 

Thus. the speed timing diagram v = f(t). or the speed distance 
covered diagram v = f(.l:) can be determined using an integration time 
step of length 0.01 s for each vehicle in the train. For example a set of 
time-dependent diagrams appearing on the computer screen is visualized 
in Fig. 7. 
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Similarly, the distances covered by the gravity points of the wheelsets 
become known for any vehicle in the train, also on a time sequence of pace 
0.01 s. 

3. Generation of Track Irregularities 

The vertical irregularities of the railway track are approximated by the re
alization of a track length parameter weakly stationary stochastic process. 
It can be assumed that the spectral density function globally characterizing 
the vertical irregularities of the raihvay line has been specified by the cus
tomer railway colnpany. It is known [1,2.3]' that the realization function of 
a weakly stationary' track irregularity process u( x) having spectral density 
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function S(Q) can be obtained in the following form: 

In the formula. Qo, QI ..... Q.\, stand for the given spatial angular frequency 
points, at which spectral density ordinates S(QO),S(Ql) .. .. ,S(Qs) are 
specified. Sequence Co, Cl' .... Cs. consists of normally distributed indepen
dent random variables oJ zero expectation and prescribed l.'ariances: 

(J2 = S(Qk).3.fL k = O. 1. 2 ..... S 

Here .3.0. stands for the distance beLI\'(;en the midpoints of the partlt:lo'l 
intervals generated by poillts 0.!c. Sequence {q} consists of independent 
random phase-arogles. aniJormiy distributed over [-7r. 7r]. In the simulation 
procedure the required random variables are represented by properly gener
ated pseudo-random numbers. 
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Fig. 8. Two-sided spectral density function of the vertical track irregularities 
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In Fig. 8 the spectral density fUllction of a weakly maintained track is 
shown, \yhile in Fig. 9 the realization function generated on the basis of the 
spectral densit~· introduced is visualized. 
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Fig. 9. Realization function of vertical track irregularities generated from spectral 
density function shown in Fig. 8 
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Fig. 10. Lumped parameter vertical in-plane dynamical model of the vehicle 

In this way the track irregularities under each wheelset of the vehicle can be 
computed for each time step of pace 0.01 s \\'hen the train passes through 
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Fig. 11. Time history of the carbody acceleration belonging to the wlocity timing 
diagram shown in the lower part 

a line section. The continuolls vertical track irregularity excitation function 
Ul (t), U2(t), .... lLdt) can be obtained for the analysis of the vertical cI~'nam
ics of the vehicle by using C2 spline interpolation on the discrete (sampled) 
track irregularity values obtained from the simulation of the train motion. 

4. Simulation of the Forced Vertical Vibrations of the RailV'laY 
Vehicle 

For the simplified analysis of the excited stochastic vertical vibrations of 
traditional four-axle railway vehicles a dynamical model of 10 degrees of 
freedom was constructed. As free coordinates the vertical displacement of 
the vehicle body, the bogies and the \\·heelsets. as well as the pitching angular 
displacements of the vehicle body and bogies were selected (see Fig. 10). 

The time-dependent excitation effect of the vertical track irregularities 
is represented by vertical displacement excitations udt). U2(t). ·U3(t). U.l(t) 
prescribed for the wheel treads. The set of motion equations describing the 
vertical and pitching vibrations are treated in the framework of the state
space method. The resulted first order set of differential equations is solved 
numerically in the time domain. In Fig. 11 the vertical acceleration function 
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Fig. 12. Time history of the dynamic axle loads in the rubber sprung wheelsets 

of the carbody gravity point is shown belonging to the irregularity function 
in Fig. 9. together with the speed timing diagram characterizing the actual 
train motion considered. 

The solution functions received for the velocities and displacements of 
the bodies in the model are su bstituted into formulae determining the con
nection forces arising in the linkages in the running gear and the suspension 
system. The time history of the vertical forces arising in the ru boer-sprung 
wheelsets between the hubs and the sprung rings of the wheels is represented 
in Fig. 12. 

In Fig. 14 the time history of the vertical forces transmitted by the 
secondary suspension system is sho\yn. 

In Fig. 13 the time history of the vertical forces transmitted by the 
primary pension system is visualized. 

Based on the latter force time functions the predicted load statistics 
of the running gear and the suspension system can be determined. 
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Fig. 13, Time history of Yertical forces transmitted by the primary suspension 
system 

5. Load Statistics 

The operation-loading conditions are characterized by means of probability 
distribution approximating relative frequency histograms evaluated from the 
time history functions mentioned, The so[t\\''1re elaborated for the automatic 
evaluation makes it possible either to illustrate on the screen, or to make 
printed documents. Also the mean values and empirical standard devia
tions are determined ensuring a proper description of the predicted future 
motion and loading conditions, The Gaussian prohability density functions 
generated on the basis of the arithmetical mean and the empirical standard 
deviation computed from the time histories are included in the diagrams to 
ensure a preliminary (visual) normalit), test. 

In Fig. 5 the relatii'e frequency density histogram belonging to the 
computer-generated track irregularities plotted in Fig. 8 is shown, 

In Fig, 16 the relati\'e frequenc)' density histograms of the vertical 
accelerations of the carbody owr the front and rear king-pin linkages are 
plotted, The two diagrams are constructed by taking into consideration the 
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Fig. 1"i. Time history of vertical forces transmitted by the secondary suspension 
system 
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Fig. 15. Relative frequency density histogram of the \"E:;rtical track irregularities 

time history of the \-ertical acceler,nion of the carhody's grai-ity point and 
also the angular acceleration of the pitching vibrations of the carbod~·. 

In Fig. 1? the four relative frequency density histograms of the ver
tical axle loads transmitted through the rubber springs (and the parallel)' 
connected viscous dampers representing the internal energy dissipation in 
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the rubber springs) built into the wheelsets are shown. 
In Fig. 18 the four relative frequency density histograms of the vertical 
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Fig. 18. Relative frequency density histograms of the vertical forces transmitted 
through the primary suspension system 
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forces transmitted through the primary suspension elements are plotted. 
In Fig. 19 the two relative frequency density histograms of the vertical 

forces transmitted through the secondary suspension elements are shmnl. 
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Of course, further statistical characteristics, such as correlation func
tions, spectra] densities, etc. of the load process can be determined, 

6. Conclusions 

@ The ela borated simulation method makes it possible to analyze the 
dynamic loading conditions realizing in the components of the running 
and suspension gears of a railway vehicle planned for a specified rail'say 
line (railway network) already in the period oj designing, 
The basic condition of the application of the method is to have accu
rate data about the inclination and curvature conditions of the railway 
line considered. and about the lengths of the transition curves and the 
radii of the circulabr arcs interconnecting the adjacent inclined sec
tions in the vertical plane. 
It is also necessary to know the spectral density junction globaily char
acterizing the stochastic irregularities of the railway track in the frame
work of a weakly' stationary model or the spectral clensit~· functions 
belonging to the individual sections of the track. 

$ The compi.rLation procedure gives the elastic and dissipatiL'e forceS 
arising in the siructu/'(ll connections of the running and suspension 
gwrs ensuring a solid basis for the exact stress dimensioning by taking 
into account the expected loading conditions on the raihyay line or 
net\yor k considered. 

® The elaborated computation method makes it possible to optimi::f the 
systEm paru7!lEtus of a vehiclE planned for operation on a given rail
way line or netviOrk by maximizing the objecti·;e functions formulated 
for the running comfort and safety under appropriate constraint con
ditions. 
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